We analyze the 2011 LHC Higgs data in the context of simplified new physics models addressing the naturalness problem. These models are expected to contain new particles with sizable couplings to the Higgs boson, which can easily modify the Higgs production cross sections and branching fractions. We focus on searches in the h → ZZ * → 4l and h → γγ channels, in the latter case including the vector boson fusion production mode. Combining the available ATLAS and CMS data in these channels, we derive constraints on an effective low-energy theory of the Higgs boson.
Introduction
Discovering the Higgs boson and measuring its mass and branching ratios is one of the key objectives of the LHC. Within the Standard Model (SM), the coupling to the Higgs boson is completely fixed by the particle mass. This is no longer the case in many scenarios beyond the SM, where the Higgs couplings to the SM gauge bosons and fermions may display sizable departures from the SM predictions. Indeed, precision studies of the Higgs couplings may be the shortest route to new physics.
Interestingly, from this point of view, a Higgs boson in the range 115 − 130 GeV is particularly well suited as a new physics probe. One reason is that several different Higgs decay channels, in particular the γγ, ZZ * and W W * channels, can be realistically accessed by experiment. The first of these arises in the SM at one loop and, consequently, physics beyond the SM may easily modify its rate. This is especially true in models addressing the naturalness problem of electroweak symmetry breaking, which necessarily contain new charged particles with significant couplings to the Higgs boson. Well-known examples where this is the case include supersymmetric or composite Higgs models. Furthermore, the treelevel Higgs coupling to W W and ZZ is often modified as well, as is the case in composite or multi-Higgs models. Similar comments apply to the Higgs production rate: the dominant production mode via gluon fusion is a one loop process in the SM and is therefore particularly sensitive to new physics containing, as in typical natural models, light new colored states coupled to the Higgs. Subleading production modes, such as vector boson fusion (VBF), may also be affected.
While several Higgs production and decay modes may change in the presence of new particles, the correlated change in different channel may crucially depend on the new physics scenario. Consequently, a joint analysis of distinct independent channels may either allow to place interesting bounds on new physics scenarios or otherwise provide a way to discover new physics and pinpoint its identity. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the above understanding in light of the new Higgs measurements at ATLAS and CMS, and place constraints on new physics models which solve the fine-tuning problem.
Recently, ATLAS and CMS have reported the results of Higgs searches based on 5 fb
of data in several channels [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . The results, albeit inconclusive, suggest the existence of a Higgs boson with mass near 125 GeV manifesting itself in the diphoton and 4-lepton final states. It is therefore natural to try and answer the following question: Assuming a Higgs boson with the mass 120 GeV ≤ m h ≤ 130 GeV, what are the implications of these results for natural models beyond the SM? Below we pursue this question.
We combine the latest ATLAS and CMS Higgs results in three channels: diphoton and 4-leptons through gluon fusion, and diphoton through VBF. Our focus is to interpret the LHC results in terms of simple (sometimes simplified) models that address the fine-tuning problem in the sense of providing a new contribution to the Higgs mass that cancels the quadratically divergent contribution of the SM top quark. To do so, we first consider the Higgs effective action at low energy and derive the constraints on its couplings. We then map various theories onto the effective action to extract their bounds. A number of partly overlapping papers have recently investigated the 125 GeV Higgs-like excess in the context of composite Higgs [7] , supersymmetric Higgs [8] , and multi-Higgs models [9] ; see also [10] .
For earlier related work, see [11] .
Of course, at this stage the limited statistical power of the current Higgs data does not allow us to make a strong statement about any new physics scenario. Nevertheless, in several cases we are able to identify non-trivial regions of the parameter space that are disfavored at 90% CL. Repeating this analysis with future data may allow us, in the best case scenario, to pinpoint departures of the Higgs couplings from the SM predictions. That would not only provide evidence of new physics, but also some information about its scale, thereby supplying important hints about the nature of the fundamental theory at the electroweak scale.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we define the effective action for a Higgs boson interacting with the SM fields and identify the relevant parameters that are being constrained by the present data. In Section 3 we discuss the LHC data and provide the combined best-fit of the ATLAS and CMS Higgs results for the three channels discussed above. We then show the resulting constraints on the parameters of the Higgs effective action. In Section 4 we then study simplified models with scalar top partners, relevant for the MSSM as well. Section 5 focuses on fermionic top partners which show up in many composite Higgs and Little Higgs models. Several representative examples are discussed.
Section 6 discusses some implications of theories with 2 Higgs particles. We conclude in Section 7.
Formalism
We begin by defining a convenient framework to describe LHC Higgs phenomenology. We define an effective theory at the scale µ ∼ m h , which describes the couplings of a single
Higgs boson, h, to the SM gauge bosons and fermions. Keeping dimension 5 operators and writing only couplings to the heaviest fermions we have,
Here v = 246 GeV, and G a µν and A µν are the field strengths of the gluon and photon, respectively. The fact that the same parameter c V controls the coupling to W and Z boson follows from the assumption that these couplings respect, to a good approximation, custodial symmetry, as strongly suggested by electroweak precision observables. We note that the Higgs could decay to particles from beyond the SM, e.g. to invisible collider-stable particles, but we will not discuss this possibility here. We further note that while a single Higgs is kept at low energy, the above may describe multi-Higgs models, as long as there is a sizable splitting between the lightest and the remaining Higgs fields. We study such a possibility in more detail in Section 6.
In (2.1), the top quark has been integrated out, contributing at 1-loop to c g and c γ as
2)
2 t , c t is the ratio of the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling to the SM one, and
, which is a very good approximation for m h 130 GeV. Consequently, for the SM with a light Higgs boson matched to our effective theory at 1-loop we have
The decay widths of the Higgs relative to the SM predictions are modified approximately as, 5) whereĉ γ includes also the one-loop contribution due to the triangle diagram with the W 
For the photon coupling we have 8) where Q f,s is the electric charge of the scalar or fermion. More general expressions can be found e.g in [12] . Note that in the limit τ → 0, A f,s (τ ) → 1, and the scalar contribution becomes 1/4 that of the fermion. In fact, the τ → 0 limit is equivalent to approximating c g and c γ using the 1-loop beta function [13] , which explains the relative factor 1/4.
As discussed in the introduction, the most significant constraints on the effective theory are obtained by studying several independent Higgs decay channels. The three most constraining channels studied by ATLAS and CMS to date are h → ZZ * , h → γγ and pp → hjj → γγjj. The Higgs production mechanism in the first two channels is dominated by the gluon fusion process which scales as c 2 g , while the last process, which is dominated by VBF 2 , scales as c 2 V . On the other hand, the decays of a light Higgs are dominated by decays to b-quarks, scaling roughly as c 2 b . With these approximations, the relevant Higgs event rates scale as,
The Higgs rate is the same in the W W and ZZ channels as a consequence of custodial symmetry. Because the former channel was not updated by ATLAS to the full 5 fb Higgs data depend on the three combinations of parameters in (2.9)-(2.11). In the next sections, we construct the bounds on these rates.
Constraints from the LHC
Recently, ATLAS and CMS have reported the results of Higgs searches in several channels.
Here we focues on the h → γγ [2, 4] and h → ZZ * → 4l [3, 5] channels, which are currently the most sensitive ones for 115 < m h < 130 GeV. Notably, both experiments observe an 2 The Higgs production via gluon fusion also contributes to the 2γ2j final state studied by CMS. In the SM, its contribution is about 1/3 that of the VBF production mode [4] , but it may become more important in models where the gluon fusion cross section is enhanced relative to the VBF one. In the following we take this into account in our fits. We thank Yevgeny Kats for pointing this out to us. In all fits the likelihood was computed without taking into account systematic uncertainties which are not expected to alter the results significantly.
Nonetheless, comparing our 1σ bands to published ATLAS or CMS results before combination our results can be shown to be quite conservative. See text for more details.
excess of events in these channels that (inconclusively) indicate the existence of a Higgs boson with mass in the 124 − 126 GeV range. In fact, the h → ZZ * channel at ATLAS and h → γγ channel in both experiments hint towards a somewhat large production rate, a factor of two to four larger than that expected in the SM. In particular, CMS reports an excess of events in the VBF production mode in the diphoton channel near m h ∼ 124 GeV which is larger than expected from the SM. However, the best fit value for the Higgs mass differs between the two experiments by roughly 2 GeV. Consequently, as will be shown below, combining the results together points to a production cross-section and branching fractions similar to that predicted by the SM. It remains to be seen whether with better statistics and improved understanding of the systematics, the results will remain consistent with the SM prediction, or otherwise converge on a rate deviating from that predicted by the SM.
In order to constrain the couplings of the effective theory -c g , c γ , c V , c b and c τ in Eq. (2.1)
-it is crucial to analyze several Higgs production and decay modes. Following the discussion above, we focus on the channels which observe a clear excess of Higgs-like events: the gluon For each channel, it is ideal to combine the constraints from ATLAS and CMS. Unfortunately, the two experiments do not provide sufficient information that allow for a shared analysis. Therefore, we repeat the analyses, computing, and then combining, the likelihood functions in each search. Where possible, we use background and signal modeling given by the experiments, normalizing the signal to the reported values. In the remaining cases we simulate the signal using Madgraph [14] and Delphes [15] , and implement the reported cuts. For the results shown here, we do not take into account the systematic effects which are expected to be small 3 . In Fig. 1 we show the results of the combined best fit value of R ≡ σ/σ SM , for each of the three analyzed channels separately and for the combination of The allowed parameter space of the effective theory given in Eq. (2.1), derived from the combined ATLAS and CMS constraints for m h = 125 GeV. We display the 1σ allowed regions generated from Higgs produced via gluon fusion (ggF) decaying to γγ (pink), or to ZZ * → 4l (blue), and Higgs produced via vector boson fusion (VBF) decaying to γγ (beige). The "Combined" region (green) shows the 90% CL allowed region arising from all channels. The dashed lines show the SM values. The top left plot characterizes models in which loops containing beyond the SM fields contribute to the effective 5-dimensional h G a µν G a µν and h A µν A µν operators, while leaving the lowerdimension Higgs couplings in Eq. (2.1) unchanged relative to the SM prediction. The remaining plots characterize top partner models where only scalars and fermions with the same charge and color as the top quark contribute to the effective 5-dimensional operators, which implies the relation δc γ = (2/9)δc g . The results are shown for 3 different sets of assumptions about the lower-dimension Higgs couplings that can be realized in concrete models addressing the Higgs naturalness problem.
The top right plot was added in v2 to allow a direct comparison with the results of Refs. [27] and [28] . all three channels. We vary the Higgs mass between 120 GeV and 130 GeV. The bands indicate the 1σ uncertainty. For m h ≈ 125 GeV, which we find best explains the combined measurements, the best fit cross-section is consistent with the SM cross-section.
In all of our results, our estimation of the 1-sigma band forμ is larger than that reported by the individual experiments. From this point of view, our results are expected to be conservative and the constraints based on the prospective official ATLAS/CMS combination may be stronger than those reported here. Our procedure does not (and cannot) take into account sone important information and should therefore be taken with a grain of salt.
We use our results of Fig. 1 , and place constraints on the effective theory. In Fig. 2 we show two dimensional constraints on δc g = c g − c g,SM , δc γ = c γ − c γ,SM and c V . The blue, pink and beige colors show the 1-sigma allowed regions due to gluon fusion h → γγ, h → ZZ * → 4l and VBF h → γγ respectively. The green region is the one favored at In the next three sections, we study various models that allow for an improvement in the fine-tuning of the Higgs mass. Our goal is to keep the discussion quite general, and we therefore consider simplified models that capture different paradigms showing up in many models that solve the fine-tuning problem. Each of the models is then mapped on to the effective theory, Eq. (2.1), and the constraints derived above are used to place bounds on the specific scenarios. be parametrized as For mt m h /2, using Eqs. (2.7),(2.8) one finds the scalar partner contribution to the
The last equality holds when Eq. (4.2) is satisfied. Thus, if the scalar top partner is soley responsible for the cancellation of the top quadratic divergence, then the gluon fusion rate is always enhanced, while the diphoton rate is slightly suppressed for realistic mt (due to interference with the negative W loop contribution). This is unlike the MSSM where both enhancement and suppression of the gluon fusion can be realized within the realistic parameter space (see below).
In Fig. 3 we show the 90% CL allowed region for mt as a function of the Higgs mass (left), along with the 1σ bounds for m h = 125 GeV (right). We see that model independently, a single scalar top partner lighter than 300 GeV is excluded, if indeed the ATLAS and CMS signals correspond to a 125 GeV Higgs boson, as hinted by the data. As can further be seen on the left of Fig. 3 , if the Higgs mass is lighter than 122 GeV or heavier than 127 GeV, a heavy stop is excluded as it enhances the gluon-fusion cross-section which is disfavored by the data (see Fig. 1 ). Similarly, a heavy stop is disfavored at 90% CL for a 124 GeV Higgs boson, due to the VBF measurement by CMS.
Two Scalars (MSSM)
Consider the system of 2 scalar top partnerst,t c , one for the left-handed top and one for the right-handed top, with the mass terms of the form 4) where y is the top Yukawa coupling, as in Eq. (4.1). This is equivalent to the stop sector of the MSSM in the decoupling limit (M A M Z ) and neglecting the (sub-leading) D-terms contribution to the stop masses. Here the contributions of both scalars sum to cancel the quadratic divergence from the top quark. The left-handed and right-handed stops mix in the presence of X t , which in the MSSM is given by X t = |A t − µ cot β|. See e.g [16] .
Denoting the two mass eigenvalues by mt i , and the left-right mixing angle by θ t , one has where, by convention, mt 1 ≤ mt 2 . For mt i m h /2, integrating out the stops shifts the effective dimension-5 operators as
For zero mixing, the stops always interfere constructively with the top contribution (destructively with the W -contribution toĉ γ ), but once X t becomes comparable to stop masses an enhancement of c g becomes possible. A significant shift of the gluon fusion and diphoton widths is possible if at least one of the stop mass eigenvalues is close to the top mass, or if the mixing is very large.
In Fig. 4 we illustrate the impact of the LHC Higgs data on the parameter space of the 2-scalar-partner model. The left plot shows the allowed region in the m , the scalar partners contribution to c g and c γ can vanish, even for very light stops. This may be relevant for models that require a light stop, such as electroweak baryogenesis [17] . For illustration, on the left plot of Fig. 4 we show contours of constant m h = 125 GeV, for mt 2 = 1, 2, and 10 TeV, while on the right plot we show the region where 123 GeV < m h < 128 GeV. As a final remark, we comment that additional bounds on stops exist from direct searches. These bounds are however model dependent, in particular strongly depending on the stop decay branching fractions, and therefore we do not display them.
Models with a Fermionic Top Partner
We move to the case of one fermionic top partner. Consider the SM model extended by a vector-like quark pair (T, T c ) in the 1 2/3 representation under SU (2) W × U (1) Y . Fermionic partners cannot cancel the top quadratic divergence if the effective Lagrangian describing their interactions with the Higgs is renormalizable. Therefore in this case we need to consider a more general effective Lagrangian for the top sector that includes non-renormalizable interactions,
We allow the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs doublet,v, to be different from the electroweak scale v = 246 GeV, which may happen if the Higgs effective interactions with W/Z bosons are also non-renormalizable and corresponds to c V = 1 (this is in fact the case in Little Higgs and composite Higgs models). We assume that all mass and Yukawa couplings are functions of |H| 2 and can be expanded in powers of |H| 2 /M 2 where M is the mass scale of the heavy top quark. Up to order |H| 2 /M 2 they can be parametrized as 
We see that several parameters of the effective Lagrangian enter the modification of effective Higgs coupling to gluons and photons. Above, y 1 can be eliminated in favor of the top mass, and c 2 can be eliminated using the condition Eq. (5.6). This still leaves 4 free parameters: 
No mixing
First, we will restrict the parameter space by demanding that the SM top does not mix with its partners, c 1 = y 2 = 0, and c 2 = y 2 1 /2 m 2 t /v 2 . This situation occurs in Little Higgs with T-parity [18] . Furthermore, we assume that the Higgs coupling to the SM fields is not modified at O(v 3 ), thusv = v and d 1 = 0. Under these assumptions one finds
Hence in this scenario, much as in the case of one scalar partner, the departure of the Higgs rates from the SM can be described by one parameter: the ratio of the top mass to its partner mass. The gluon width, and in consequence the dominant Higgs production mode, is reduced. On the other hand, the Higgs partial width into W W and ZZ are unchanged, while the partial width in the γγ channel is significantly changed only when m T ∼ m t . In Fig. 5 we present the constraints on m T from the LHC Higgs data. In the left plot we show the 90% CL allowed region, in the m h -m T plane. The right plot shows the constraints assuming a 125 GeV Higgs. As can be seen, m T 350 GeV is disfavored in this case except for a small band around 100 GeV, which in most models would be difficult to reconcile with the constraints from direct searches.
Universal suppression
Consider now a frequently occurring situation when all the Higgs rates are suppressed by a universal factor depending on the compositeness scale f . To be specific, consider the top sector interacting with a pseudo-Goldstone Higgs as
The top partner mass is of order m T y 2 f 2 + M 2 . Integrating out the top sector we find, (5) [21] . Note that the independence of the Higgs widths of the fine details of the top sector persists in numerous Little Higgs and composite Higgs models [22] , although it may not hold in more complicated models where the top couples to more than one composite operator [23] .
Repeating the analysis done in previous sections, in Fig. 6 we present the constraints on ξ ≡ v 2 /f 2 from the current LHC Higgs measurements. We find that, assuming a 125 GeV
Higgs boson, ξ > 0.5 is excluded at the 90% CL. Note that as discussed above, all relative rates have similar dependence on ξ and are therefore on drawn on top of one another.
Non-universal suppression
Another phenomenologically distinct example with one top partner arises within the Twin Higgs scenario [24] , where the global symmetry giving rise to a pseudo-Goldstone Higgs arises accidentally as a consequence of a discrete symmetry. In particular, in the left-right symmetric Twin Higgs model [25] the top sector interactions with the Higgs take the form (5.11) Using the same methods as before one finds, 12) In this example, the Higgs partial width into gluons is modified by a different factor than that into W and Z bosons. The constraints on the non-universal suppression models are presented in Fig. 7 . The region to the right of the green line at ξ 0.86 shows the 90% CL experimental (combined) allowed region.
As a consequence, the Higgs production and decay rates in all the channels are universally suppressed by cos 2 α. This is analogous to what happens in a fermionic model in Section 5.2.
The new element is the appearance of the second Higgs eigenstate, denoted by H 0 , whose couplings are suppressed by sin α compared to those of the SM Higgs boson, and whose mass is in general a free parameter. In Fig. 8 we present the LHC Higgs constraints on this model.
We find rather strong constraints on the mixing of the doublet with the singlet, cos α 0.88.
In deriving these constraints we assumed that m H 0 > m h /2. 
Two Higgs Doublets
We end with the study of 2 Higgs doublets H u , H d , the former coupling to up-type quarks, and the latter to down-type quarks and leptons. The physical fields are embedded into the doublets as,
3)
The couplings of the lightest Higgs boson h are described by two angle α, β who are in general free parameters 5 . We find,
By convention 0 < β < π/2. In general, there is an additional contribution to c γ from the charged Higgs, but it is always small compared to the contribution from the W-boson.
The 2 Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) can change all couplings to the Higgs and thus is highly constrained by the LHC Higgs searches [9, 26] . In Fig. 9 we show the constraints in the tan β − sin α plane for m H ± = 200 GeV. Lighter masses would only slightly change the favored region. The favored region for sin α < 0 concentrates around the decoupling limit α = β − π/2, where all couplings are SM-like. The region for sin α > 0 lies around the region α = −β + π/2 where the top Yukawa coupling is SM-like.
Conclusions
The indications for the existence of a Higgs boson provided recently by ATLAS and CMS are preliminary and may go away with more data. With this caveat in mind, it is interesting to ask whether the available experimental information is compatible with the SM Higgs boson, and whether it favors or disfavors any particular constructions beyond the SM. In this paper we analyzed recent LHC searches sensitive to a light (115-130 GeV) Higgs boson, combining results in the h → γγ channel (both gluon fusion and vector-boson fusion) and h → ZZ * → 4l channel, as well as combining the ATLAS and CMS data. We presented interpretations of that combination in the context of several effective models, with the special emphasis on models addressing the naturalness problem of electroweak symmetry breaking.
We have argued that, unsurprisingly, combination of the ATLAS and CMS data favors the Higgs boson in the mass range 124 − 126 GeV, with the best fit cross section close to the one predicted by the SM. Less trivially, we recast the LHC Higgs results as constraints on the parameters of the effective lagrangian at the scale ∼ m h describing the leading interactions of the Higgs boson with the SM fields. Furthermore, we found that the LHC Higgs data already put interesting constraints on simple natural new physics models, especially on those predicting suppression of σ(pp → h)Br(h → γγ) and σ(pp → hjj)Br(h → γγ). For example, in a model with one fermionic top partner stabilizing the Higgs potential, the top partner masses below ∼ 350 GeV are disfavored at 90% CL. For one scalar partner the corresponding bound is weaker, ∼ 300 GeV, due to the fact that a single scalar stabilizing the Higgs potential always provides a positive contribution to Γ(h → γγ). These bounds can be further relaxed for more complicated models. In particular in a model with 2 scalar partners the total contribution to Γ(h → γγ) can be negligible even for very light scalars, at the expense of fine tuning.
We anticipate these bounds to significantly improve with additional data to be collected in 2012. Alternatively, studying the effective theory of the Higgs bosons may prove to be the shortest way to a discovery of new physics beyond the SM.
Note added: Right after our paper appeared, Refs. [27] and [28] also appeared. The references also interpret the LHC Higgs results as constraints on the effective theory of Higgs interactions and overlap in part with our work. In order to assess compatibility with our results, in v2 we added the top right plot of Fig. 2 , which can be directly compared to the contours in the a−c plane presented in [27, 28] . In spite of using different statistical methods, we find very similar preferred regions in the a − c plane. Nevertheless, our constraints on ξ = v 2 /f 2 in Section 5.2 are somewhat stronger than in [27] . We further note that our definition of ξ differs by a factor of 2 compared to the definition in [27, 28] .
